No. of
comments

Appearance of the town

1

We must Promote Respect Appreciate that the centre of Beccles is a
conservation area

2

Completion of various building sites in Gosford road area, just standing
empty. Renovation of buildings such as Gosford House now nearly derelict

3

Coloured Christmas lights rather than blue.

4

Dog pooh warden! St Annes road is HORRID!

5

Remove abandoned vehicles in Kilbrack, Waveney meadow

6

Remove abandoned cars from public places and car parks

7

Dog poo!

8

LITTER/LITTER/LITTER Shops and businesses etc made responsible for
litter outside their premises.

9

Keep the Town clean – to deter further rubbish being dropped!

10

Hungate car park have been looking at freezer left there 3 months ago and
chest of drawers. Reported many times but not cleared on going problem

11

Please____ sort out the smelly drains outside Butchers/Wetherspoons

12

Leaves not cleared. Not just this autumn but autumn 2015.

13

Too much rubbish around, especially near food outlets.

14

I at a loss to understand why some people go to the trouble to bag the poo up only to chuck
the bag in a ditch/hedge/behind a tree! Poo on the ground is bad enough but piles of full poo
bags is just gross - can we please request a dog poo bin at the end of the bridle way &
footpath which starts at the edge of the SJLH field?

15

'more dog poo bins' - these are seriously needed at ends of public footpaths as the amount of
bags that are dumped is disgusting (would rather the poo left as at least that biodegrades!).

16

Try to keep Blyburgate presentable – incentives for shop keepers.

17

Today, Dog poo outside my home Annandale Drive, more fine for this mess.

18

Less litter around schools and shops. Less dog poo!

19

More rubbish bins on London Road

20

Smell/sewerage between Kings head and Boots in summer awful.

21

Free dog faeces bags. I don’t own a dog my self but I carry bags around to
pick it up and bin it.

22

Be nice to see bin removed from outside kebab shop Hungate Lane. Always
overflowing with rubbish on path have to walk on road. Rat problem waiting
to happen.

23

Sort the drains in Sheep Gate

24

Just a little time each day, more people to litter pick and play a part in
keeping the town Clean, Do your bit.

25

I would like to see people pick up their dog poo instead of leaving it on the
floor.

26

Take control of the fly posting

27

No dogs mess on the Common please

28

More dog poo bins

